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Travelling to Fraga. 21x29 cm. Charcoal pencil on paper. 2012



Die Menschen werden mit Baumstämmen im Schnee verglichen. 
Scheinbar liegen diese glatt auf und sind leicht zu verschieben. 
Aber das ist nicht so, denn sie sind fest mit dem Boden verbunden, aber
„sogar das ist nur scheinbar“.
Franz Kafka. Betrachtung, 1913, Rowohlt-Verlag

People are being compared with tree.trunks in the snow.
Apparently they lay flat and are easy to push.
But that is not like that, because they are strongly linked to the earth, but
“even that is just apparent”.
© Translation Vicente Forés López. Valencia, 2013

I and the Other
Alberto´s trees are simple appearances, as he himself is one too. 
Everything is just appearance! The landscapes, the mountains, the trees 
or the sublime, all is but simple appearances. But the trees, they repre-
sent him as well as his surroundings. They provide him with roots, 
his anchorage. Some call it personality, others attitude, in Europe 
they insist in confusing it with the so-called ID-entity. To be criti-
cal means to see things differently. It is to see the tree and also the 
forest. Each tree is a forest each individual is a forest, and therefore 
all of humanity is just a forest as well.
No doubt about it with his painting the Himalaya he is inventing 
heights, vertigo, the top and goal to be achieved.
Alberto even with doubts, fog, clouds and storms continues to touch 
earth. He continues having roots and trees even in his dreams, in the 
clouds, in storms …
But in his paintings …rooted and without doubts, “even that is just 
apparent”.



Fallen Trees, Broken trunks. 140x140 cm. Acrylic on canvas. 2008



The Other and I
The appearance of Alberto can be seen in his trees, rooted, healthy, 
twisted by clouds and storms, by Sturm und Drang, by all the influen-
ces he has received. These are the roots with which he grows, the 
great masters are just that roots, as are his parents, family, friends 
and his most immediate surroundings.

To look at a painting is to recognize there those who have looked at 
themselves before those who will look at it some time later. To loose 
or win one´s own personality with one´s own discourse, amongst 
all the screaming, noises, the amount of other trees that are in this 
forest. Even so there are not two forests that are alike, neither are 
there two trees that are alike. Only if we recognise ourselves can we 
see the other, who talks to us from the other side of the mirror. Ali-
ce is still looking for White rabbits. Alberto always has known how 
to find his tree that gives the best shadows. Those and thus are his 
roots.

Vicente Forés López, PH. D., Professor at Universidad de Valencia

©Text. VFL. Valencia, 2013



Two pines at dusk. 140x140 cm. Acrylic on canvas. 2008 



Pines at yellow dawn. 60x145 cm. Acrylic on canvas. 2009



Two pines at dusk. 146x146 cm. Acrylic on canvas. 2010



Clouds in the evening breaking the vegetation. 143x143 cm. Acrylic on canvas. 2008



Carob Tree leafs. 100x100 cm. Acrylic and Pen on canvas. 2012



Halepensis trees. 140x140 cm. Acrylic,Watercolor and Acrylic resin on canvas. 2012



the painter during a life drawing session at the “Sierra Calderona”, 2012



Pinus Nigra. 21x29 cm. Charcoal pencil on paper. 2012





Pinewood at the Sierra Calderona. 100x200 cm. Acrylic on canvas mounted on wood. 2009



Study of a pine tree. 50x50 cm. Oil on wood. 2013



Cork Tree. 32x46 cm. Charcoal pencil on paper. 2012



Almond Tree. 32x46 cm. Charcoal pencil on paper. 2012



Forest at the Sierra de Espadán. 32x46 cm. Charcoal pencil on paper. 2012



Poplar without leafs. 120x80 cm. Oil on Wood. 2013



Poplar. 120x80 cm. Oil on wood. 2013



Savin Tree. 120x80 cm. Oil on wood. 2013



Two oaks. 40x80. Charcoal pencil on prepared wood. 2014





Poplar at the Gallocanta Lagoon. 100x200 cm. Acrylic on wood. 2014



Moon at the Sierra Calderona. 40 cm diam. Acrylic, watercolor and acrylic Resin on Methacrylate. 2013



Pine trees at the “Sierra Calderona”
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